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A study of the contribution of refluxing electrons in the production of K-alpha radiation from
high-intensity laser irradiated thin targets has been performed. Thin copper foils both freestanding,
and backed by a thick substrate were irradiated with laser pulses of energies around 100 J at
intensities ranging from below 1017 to above 1019 W /cm2. At high laser intensities we find a strong
reduction in the K-alpha yield from targets backed by the substrate. The observed yield reduction is
in good agreement with a simple model using hot electron spectra from particle-in-cell simulations
or directly inferred from the measured bremsstrahlung emission and can therefore be interpreted as
due to the suppression of hot electron refluxing. The study shows that refluxing electrons play a
dominant role in high-intensity laser driven K- alpha generation and have to be taken into account
in designing targets for laser driven high-flux K-alpha sources. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3486520�

I. INTRODUCTION

High-intensity short-pulse laser-driven K-alpha sources
offer a large potential for diagnostic applications in high-
energy-density science experiments. The favorable scaling to
higher energies allows efficient generation of x-rays well
above 10 keV, suitable for probing matter at solid and super-
solid density.1 The emission duration is closely linked to the
hot electron relaxation and is of the order of picoseconds. As
this time is short compared to the hydrodynamic evolution of
the target, and the spatial distribution of the emission is
weighted by the local density of the fluorescing material,
using thin foils or wire targets source sizes as small as
10 �m can be realized, enabling high-resolution point pro-
jection radiography with picosecond time resolution.2–4 An-
other field of application where the spectral quality of the
K-alpha line emission is of importance is the technique of
spectrally resolved x-ray Thomson scattering �for a recent
review, see Ref. 5�. Employing K-alpha probe radiation both
the high temporal resolution and the satellite-free red wing in
the spectrum enabled to clearly resolve the emergence of the
plasmon resonance in coalescing shock experiments.6 All
these unique properties make K-alpha sources the backlighter
of choice for high rho-r plasmas such as shock-compressed
solid density targets or the compressed fusion fuel in inertial

confinement fusion �ICF� experiments. To provide the large
photon numbers required for these applications, current high-
energy density producing laser facilities have been or will be
upgraded to feature multikilojoule short-pulse drive lasers.7–9

Equally important as using powerful drivers in achieving
large photon numbers per shot is the conversion efficiency
�CE�, i.e., the ratio of energy of the generated K-alpha radia-
tion to the input laser energy. When a high-intensity short
laser pulse interacts with matter a considerable fraction of
the laser energy is converted to supra-thermal electrons with
relativistic energies. Propagating through the target material
the electrons produce K-shell vacancies, leading to the emis-
sion of characteristic line radiation by radiative decay. The
stopping range of these energetic electrons largely exceeds
the attenuation length of the material at its own K-alpha pho-
ton energy, which is typically a few tens of micrometers. A
large fraction of the radiation is therefore produced deep in-
side the target and will be reabsorbed if massive targets are
used. When employing targets with dimensions of order of
the attenuation length a significant number of hot electrons
will reach the boundaries and leave the target carrying a
considerable amount of energy. Reich et al.10 have pointed
out that electrons leaving the target would create a strong
space charge causing further hot electrons to return to the
target, where they would create further K-alpha emission and
consequently lengthen the K-alpha emission duration. Thisa�Electronic mail: p.neumayer@gsi.de.
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hot electron refluxing, or recirculation, was suggested by
Sentoku et al.11 to explain the acceleration of protons from
the surface of thin foil targets to several tens of MeV ener-
gies by the strong sheath fields. With a simple capacitance
model Myatt et al.12 have estimated the refluxing efficiency,
the fraction of hot electrons trapped by refluxing in the tar-
get, to �90%. The laser energy converted into this hot elec-
tron fraction is consequently confined to the target dimen-
sions and experiments on reduced mass targets have shown
the potential to generate samples of high energy density mat-
ter with moderate laser energies by reducing the target
size.13–15

Utilizing thin foils with thicknesses comparable to the
attenuation length as targets for K-alpha sources CEs of laser
energy into K-alpha radiation of 10−5–10−4 are realized over
a wide range of target materials, largely independent on the
laser intensity and the target foil thickness �e.g., Refs. 1 and
16� and the transverse foil size,13 indicating a considerable
contribution of refluxing electrons to the K-alpha yield. Mod-
eling the K-alpha yield assuming full refluxing Theobald et
al.17 have reproduced the experimentally found indepen-
dence of the CE on laser intensity. The model also predicts a
drastic drop in CE at high laser intensity without the assump-
tion of refluxing. This strongly reduced CE when suppress-
ing hot electron refluxing has, to the best of our knowledge,
not been experimentally verified or quantified. While the in-
dependence on intensity of the CE is merely a consequence
of the assumed full refluxing and constant laser to hot elec-
tron energy conversion, and independent on the underlying
hot electron distribution, the drop in CE with intensity when
refluxing is suppressed is sensitive to details in the hot elec-
tron distribution.

In this work we present results studying the role of hot
electron refluxing on the K-alpha yield from high-energy
short pulse laser irradiated copper targets. Comparing free-
standing foil targets and foils attached to a thick substrate,
we observe large differences in the K-alpha yield at high
laser intensities. We attribute these differences to the sup-
pression of refluxing in the foils with substrate, which en-
ables us to quantitatively determine the strong contribution
of refluxing electrons to the generated radiation. This is sup-
ported by modeling of the K-alpha generation, which yields
good agreement with the observed scaling.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed at the PHELIX laser
facility18 at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenfor-
schung GmbH in Darmstadt, Germany. A schematics of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Laser pulses with
energies of 100 J and a pulse duration down to 0.7 ps were
focused onto the target using a 90° off-axis parabola. The
focal intensity distribution was imaged with a 10� magnifi-
cation onto an 8-bit charge-coupled- device �CCD� camera.
At best focus we measured a focal spot size of 20
�30 �m full width at half maximum �the slight ellipticity
of the focal spot is due to the elliptical beam profile of the
laser pulse behind the grating pulse compressor�. We varied
the on-target intensity while keeping the laser pulse energy

constant by using pulse durations of 0.7 and 10 ps and by
defocusing the laser on the target. This allowed us to span a
wide intensity range from 1.5�1019 down to well below
1017 W /cm2.

The laser was incident at an angle of 5° onto the targets
which were made of 10 �m thick copper foil �transverse
dimension �2 mm�. To investigate the effect of electron re-
fluxing on the K-alpha yield, two types of targets were used.
Besides freestanding foils, we used foils glued onto a several
millimeter thick aluminum substrate. This served to absorb
electrons leaving the rear side of the copper foil thus sup-
pressing refluxing and charging up of the target by the escap-
ing electrons is compensated by cold return currents. A low-
viscosity carbon glue was used to minimize the distance
between foil and substrate.

We have measured the copper K-shell emission spectra
using a CCD camera in single-photon-counting mode. The
setup consists of a cooled back-illuminated CCD �Princeton
Instruments, 1024�1024 pixel� viewing the target at a dis-
tance of 3.3 m through a beryllium window. An evacuated
vacuum tube up to the camera reduced absorption of low
energy photons in air thus allowing detection of x-rays below
10 keV. Copper filters with a total thickness of 68 �m were
selected to operate in the single photon regime, such that on
average much less than 1 photon per pixel is detected. As the
charge produced by a photon in a pixel is approximately
proportional to the photon energy, a spectrum is obtained
from the histogram of the CCD exposure. We employed a
single-event algorithm that discards events spread over more
than one CCD pixel. The single-event detection efficiency is
the probability of a photon to be detected multiplied with the
probability that the charge produced is collected in a single
pixel only. We determined the single-hit efficiency of the
CCD camera at a photon energy of 5.9 keV using Mn-K
alpha radiation from a radioactive source �Fe-55�. This value
is then corrected by the difference in quantum efficiency as
specified by the vendor to obtain the single-hit efficiency at
the copper K-alpha photon energy of 8 keV. The activity of
the radioactive calibration source is directly measured using
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematics of the experimental setup and typical
spectra obtained with the crystal spectrometer and the single-photon count-
ing spectrometer.
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a PIN diode detector �XR-100T-CdTe, Amptek�. We deter-
mined a single-event efficiency of 4% for 8 keV photons
providing an absolute calibration for the measurement of the
K-alpha yield. A typical spectrum obtained from a 100 J shot
is shown in Fig. 1. Besides strong K-alpha emission the spec-
tra show K-beta and He-alpha radiation. The single-hit CCD
spectrometer gives a broad spectral overview of the K-shell
emission. In addition, the copper K-alpha emission was mea-
sured by a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite crystal spec-
trometer. A curved crystal was used in van Hamos geometry
and the spectra were recorded on imaging plate detectors
�Fujifilm�. The spectrometer viewed the target front �laser�
side at an angle of approximately 45°. The absolute effi-
ciency of this second spectrometer was determined by cross-
calibration to the single-hit CCD spectrometer.

As the energetic electrons produced in the intense laser-
matter interaction propagate through the target material, col-
lisions with target atoms lead to emission of bremsstrahlung
radiation. The spectrum of the emitted bremsstrahlung can be
used to extract information on the underlying hot electron
distribution. We have measured the spectral distribution of
this hard x-ray continuum by the response on an imaging
plate detector �Fujifilm, type BAS-MS� in eight separate
channels. Each channel is filtered with a lead foil of different
thickness ranging from 12 �m to 1 mm, constituting high-
pass filters with the filter edge at increasingly higher energies
up to 300 keV. An additional 1 mm thick Teflon sheet serves
to reduce background from high-energy electrons leaving the
target. A massive brass collimator of 100 mm length was
used to collimate the detector view to the target. The detector
was set up at a viewing angle of 90° to the foil normal.

Figure 2 shows the signal measured with this hard x-ray
detector �HXRD� in each of the eight channels for shots at
intensities �1017, 1018, and 1.5�1019 W /cm2, respectively.
The filter thickness increases with increasing channel num-
ber. It can clearly be seen that with increasing intensity on
target, the higher �i.e., more strongly filtered� channels obtain

more and more signal. This means that the bremsstrahlung
spectrum contains an increasing fraction of hard x-ray pho-
tons, indicating an increased number of high energy elec-
trons in the target.

III. RESULTS AND MODELING

A. Hot electron spectra

The spectral information on the bremsstrahlung emission
can be used to infer the distribution of the hot electron frac-
tion inside the target. In experiments at laser intensities up to
5�1018 W /cm2, Beg et al.19 used a combination of PIN
diodes and scintillators to determine the bremsstrahlung
spectrum in five spectral windows ranging up to 250 keV and
found that the emission spectrum could not be fitted by a
single temperature. Multichannel bremsstrahlung dosimeters
based on thermoluminescence detectors or imaging plate de-
tectors have been employed in intense laser-matter interac-
tion experiments to determine the hot electron spectrum and
the absolute conversion of laser energy into hot electrons.
The hot electron distribution was inferred by using param-
etrized one- and two-temperature test distributions to fit the
measured channel responses.20,21 Here we have used a ge-
netic algorithm to determine the electron distribution under-
lying the measured response in the detector channels as pro-
duced by the emitted bremsstrahlung spectrum. The electron
spectrum is sampled by a set of 17 discrete electron energies
Ej ranging from 20 keV to 10 MeV. We calculated the brems-
strahlung spectrum � j�E� produced by an electron of energy
Ej recirculating in the target foil by Monte Carlo simulation
using the EGSNRC code system22 for coupled transport of
electrons and photons. With the filter transmission ti�E� in
channel i and the spectral sensitivity S�E� of the imaging
plate detector, the response in channel i of the detector, pro-
duced by an electron of energy Ej in the target, is given by
Rij =�� j�E�ti�E�S�E�dE. The spectral sensitivity S�E� of the
imaging plate to photons of energy E is assumed to be pro-
portional to the energy deposited in the image plate sensitive
layer which we determined by Monte Carlo simulations. The
total response in channel i is then the sum over all electron
energies, ri=� jRijNj, where Nj is the number of electrons in
energy bin j with energy Ej.

Given a measurement ri,meas we now search for the elec-
tron distribution Nj that best reproduces the measured result,
i.e., that minimizes the rms distance between the measure-
ment values and the simulation, ��i�ri−ri,meas�2. We perform
the minimization employing a genetic algorithm. The dis-
tance between measurement and the simulated response is
used as fitness parameter. We use a population size of 100
individuals, genetically represented by the number of elec-
trons in each energy bin j. The initial population is randomly
generated. Selection is realized by weighting the probability
for reproduction with the combined fitness of two parent
solutions. Inheritance from parent to children solutions is
realized by genetic crossover, and mutation is realized by
randomly adding or multiplying individual electron bins. The
algorithm quickly converges and after a few thousand gen-
erations solutions only slightly improve further. In Fig. 2 the
fittest solution ri,fit is shown �open symbols� together with
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Signals measured in the eight channels of the HXRD
�solid symbols� and best fit �open symbols� for intensities �1017, 1018, and
1.5�1019 W /cm2. The thickness of the lead filter increases with increasing
channel number.
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the measured channel responses ri,meas �solid symbols�. A
good fit to the data is obtained for all the intensities used in
the experiment.

The electron distributions Nj / �Ej −Ej−1� underlying these
best fit results for shots at intensities of �1017, 1018, and
1.5�1019 W /cm2 are represented by the shaded areas in
Fig. 3. The areas represent the boundaries of all solutions for
different shots at a given intensity, as well as solutions from
several individual optimization runs for each shot. Each so-
lution has been normalized to a constant total energy. Note,
that the boundaries are not solutions themselves. We clearly
see a strong increase in the energetic electrons for increasing
intensity. For the lowest intensity shots ��1017 W /cm2� we
basically find all the electrons, 99.6% of the total energy, at
energies up to 50 keV. At intermediate intensities
�1018 W /cm2� this value drops to 80% and the remaining
20% are carried by electrons of up to 0.5 MeV of energy. At
the highest intensity ��1019 W /cm2�, electrons up to 1 MeV
energy carry 80% of the total energy, and still a significant
fraction of 9% of energy is found in the highest energy bin at
10−2.5

+5 MeV. We compare the measured electron distribu-
tions with one-temperature distributions and with results
from particle-in-cell �PIC� calculations. For the one-
temperature �1-T� distributions f�E��exp�−E /Thot� �dash-
dotted line in Fig. 3�, we have used the ponderomotive scal-
ing by Wilks et al.23 to obtain the hot electron temperature
Thot of 20, 160, and 1.2 MeV, respectively. The 1-T distribu-
tions clearly disagree with the electron spectra obtained from
the HXRD measurement, which rather show a large colder
electron fraction with a hot tail, consistent with observations
of other authors �e.g., Refs. 19 and 21�. The PIC calculations
were performed in a density profile caused by the laser
prepulse. We determined the preplasma conditions by two-
dimensional �2D� radiation-hydrodynamic modeling using
the code RALEF-2D.24 Equation of state, thermal conductivity,
and spectral opacities used were generated by the THERMOS

code.25 For the laser absorption, the analytical Kramers for-
mula for the inverse bremsstrahlung was used. The laser
pulse used for the calculations corresponds to the prepulse of
the PHELIX laser system, which is mainly due to amplified
spontaneous emission and was measured to consist of a 2 ns
long pedestal with an intensity of 10−6 of the main pulse. The
calculations predict a density scale length of 7 �m at the
critical density. PIC calculations for the foil target taking

such preplasma were performed using the code BOPS.26 The
code uses one spatial and three velocity dimensions and em-
ploys a Lorentz “boost” to emulate the oblique incidence. A
total of 106 electrons and ions were modeled on 10 000 grid
points. The laser was incident at 5° and had a duration of 700
fs. The simulations predict a total conversion of laser energy
into hot electrons of 2%, 7%, and 14%, for laser intensities
of 1017, 1018, and 1.5�1019 W /cm2, respectively. Hot elec-
tron spectra obtained from the PIC simulations are shown in
Fig. 3, normalized to the same total energy as the measured
�HXRD� and the 1-T distributions. In contrast to a 1-T dis-
tribution, the PIC simulated spectra show a colder and a
hotter electron fraction. However, the cold electron fraction
is still less pronounced than what we find in the measure-
ment inferred from the HXRD. This could be explained by
the fact that the PIC calculations are performed using only
the peak intensity in the laser focus. The real focal intensity
distribution however contains considerable fractions of laser
energy over a whole range of intensities, up to the peak
intensity. The expected electron distribution would thus
rather consist of hot electrons produced at all these intensi-
ties, and would therefore contain a significant fraction of
colder electrons produced at intensities lower than the peak
intensity.

B. K-alpha CE

Figure 4 shows the measured CE into K-alpha for both
free-standing foils and Al-backed foils for laser intensities
ranging from below 1017 to �1019 W /cm2. We varied the
intensity by variation of the pulse duration and focusing,
while the laser pulse energy was kept constant to 100�20 J.
The measured K-alpha yields are normalized to the actual
laser pulse energy to obtain the CEs, i.e., laser energy on
target to energy into the K-alpha line. For the lowest inten-
sity ��1017 W /cm2� we measure CEs of 2�10−5–3�10−5

for both foils with and without the aluminum substrate.
When increasing the intensity to 1018 W /cm2 the CE from
the foils increases to 1�10−4–2�10−4. The CE from the
foil with aluminum substrate also increases, but stays a fac-
tor of 2–3 below that of the freestanding foil. This discrep-
ancy becomes much more striking at intensities above
1019 W /cm2. While the CE of the freestanding foils remains
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approximately constant around 10−4, the CE from the foils
with aluminum substrate drops by more than an order of
magnitude to 	5�10−6.

To show the crucial role of refluxing in explaining the
measured K-alpha yields, we employ a model similar to the
one discussed by Theobald et al.17 to the two types of targets
used in this experiment. A hot electron fraction with a distri-
bution function f�E� and a total energy Ehot=	L→eEL is sent
into the copper foil starting at the front side. Here EL is the
laser pulse energy and 	L→e the fraction of laser energy
coupled into hot electrons. K-shell ionization is calculated
using the ionization cross section 
K�E� obtained from the
relativistic binary-encounter Bethe model27 which accounts
for the relativistic rise at electron energies �1 MeV. Energy
loss of the electrons in the target is accounted for according
to the stopping power dE /ds, obtained from the code
ESTAR.28 For the refluxing target, the total number of K-alpha
photons generated in the target is calculated by

NK�,refl = Neni�K

0



dE0f�E0�

0

E0

dE
K�E��dE

ds
�−1

, �1�

where ni is the target ion density and �K	0.44 is the
K-alpha fluorescence yield for copper, i.e., the probability of
a K-shell hole being filled by a radiative process, in compe-
tition with nonradiative processes.29 The total number of
electrons Ne follows from the normalization Ehot

=Ne�dEEf�E�. Equation �1� assumes that electrons reaching
either face of the target foil are reflected back into the target.
Consequently the electrons remain inside the foil, producing
K-shell ionization until their energy falls below the threshold
for K-shell ionization. By contrast, for the nonrefluxing tar-
gets, we discard all electrons reaching the rear side of the foil
after the first passage. The K-alpha yield is then calculated
by

NK�,nonrefl = Neni�K

0



dE0f�E0�

0

s0

ds
K�E� , �2�

where ds=dE�dE /ds�−1. The path length of the electrons in-
side the target is given by the stopping length calculated in
the continuous slowing down approximation, limited to the
target thickness d, i.e., s0=min�d ,�0

E0ds�dE /ds��.
To allow comparison to the measured CEs the yields

predicted by the model are corrected for reabsorption of the
K-alpha photons within the target foil on the way to the
detector, using tabulated cold opacity and assuming a uni-
form hot electron density within the foil.

CEs calculated by this model are shown together with
the experimental measurements in Fig. 4. These were ob-
tained using three different hot electron energy distributions.
Following the approach in Ref. 17 the solid lines are ob-
tained using a 1-T Boltzmann-distribution, i.e., f�E�
=1 /Thot exp�−E /Thot� with the hot electron temperature Thot

from the ponderomotive scaling.23 For the conversion of la-
ser energy into hot electrons we used 	L→e=0.1–0.2 �shaded
area�, which was inferred from the measurements presented
in Ref. 14. This relatively simple model reproduces the
K-alpha CEs to within about a factor of 4. Also shown in Fig.
4 are the CEs calculated by the model using the electron
distribution function from the PIC calculations and those ex-
perimentally obtained from the HXRD. In the latter case the
error bars are due to the range of electron distributions com-
patible with the HXRD data �shaded area in Fig. 3�. The total
number of electrons is obtained using the total energy in hot
electrons Ehot from the PIC calculations. For the intensity of
1018 W /cm2 the model reproduces the measured CEs to
within 50% for both the refluxing and the nonrefluxing target
types. At 1.5�1019 W /cm2 the model systematically over-
estimates the CEs. This might be attributed to additional en-
ergy loss mechanisms for the hot electron fraction at these
intensities, that are not accounted for in the model, for ex-
ample resistive return current effects or acceleration of ions
from the target surface and consequently an adiabatic expan-
sion of the hot electrons.15

Within our model, the ratio of K-alpha yields between
the refluxing and nonrefluxing targets depends, for a given
target material and thickness, only on the hot electron distri-
bution function, more precisely on the ratio of low-energy
electrons with a stopping range of order of the foil thickness,
to energetic electrons with ranges that significantly exceed
the foil thickness. In Fig. 5 we plot the ratio of the K-alpha
CEs between the refluxing and the nonrefluxing targets. For
the experimental results the values plotted are the ratios of
the CEs averaged over all shots at a specific intensity, with
the error being the standard deviation.

At the lowest intensities, the model predicts for all dis-
tribution functions used here no difference between refluxing
and nonrefluxing targets, i.e., a ratio of 1, in agreement with
the experimental result. At the higher intensities of 1018 and
1.5�1019 W /cm2 the 1-T distribution overestimates by
about a factor 4 the drop in CE when refluxing is suppressed.
On the other hand, the CE calculated from the distribution
functions inferred from the HXRD data and from the PIC
calculations are in good agreement with the experimentally
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found scaling. As pointed out above, the difference depends
on the ratio of low energy electrons to the fraction of high
energy electrons. At the high intensities of �1019 W /cm2

the total energy in electrons with ranges above 2� the foil
thickness �i.e., electrons that will recirculate a significant
number of times� is approximately 95% for the distributions
obtained from the HXRD data and from the PIC calculations,
while for the 1-T distribution it is �99.5%. For the interme-
diate intensity of 1018 W /cm2 these electrons carry 10%
�HXRD data� and 50% �PIC� of the total energy, in contrast
almost 90% in the 1-T distribution.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary we have measured CEs of laser energy into
K-alpha radiation from 10 �m thick copper foils over a wide
range of intensities. We have compared CEs from freestand-
ing foils, where refluxing is expected to confine most of the
laser-produced hot electrons inside the target foil, to foils
backed by a thick substrate, which would suppress electron
refluxing. We observed significant differences in the CE,
which grow with increasing intensity. Modeling of the
K-alpha generation inside the target using hot electron distri-
butions from PIC calculations or inferred from the hard
bremsstrahlung radiation is in good agreement with the ob-
served scaling, supporting the interpretation that the differ-
ences in CE can be attributed to suppression of hot electron
refluxing by the target substrate. A 1-T Boltzmann-
distribution strongly overestimates this difference, suggest-
ing that a larger fraction of low-energy electrons was present
in the experiment. This is supported by the distribution func-
tions measured in the experiment and found in PIC calcula-
tions.

At the highest intensities used in this experiment of 1.5
�1019 W /cm2, we measure a reduction of a factor of 20
when refluxing is suppressed, indicating that as much as

about 95% of the K-alpha emission is generated by refluxing
electrons. This fact has to be taken into account for efficient
backlighter design. Suppression of refluxing, i.e., by buried
layers or wires should be avoided. This is especially true
when large photon numbers from small volumes are desired.
The high intensities, inevitable especially when using high
energy laser pulses, produce significant amounts of high en-
ergy electrons, which when not given the opportunity to re-
circulate, are lost for further K-alpha generation. On the
other hand this might show a way to realize K-alpha sources
with significantly shorter emission durations. For drive laser
energies of several joule the K-alpha emission has been mea-
sured to be as long as 12–16 ps.30 The single-passage time-
of-flight of an electron at the threshold energy for copper
K-shell ionization through a 10 �m thick foil, however, is
below 200 fs. Suppression of hot electron refluxing could
thus lead to significantly faster K-alpha sources, important
e.g., when resolving ultrafast relaxation or phase transition
phenomena.31,32
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